This is the third volume of poetry by Bernhof (Was weIB ich. Spanien ist viel mehr ... --1967 -- , Landwechsel -1977 , the Breslau-born author of several children's books who left the Federal republic in favor of the GDR in 1963 at the age of twenty three. The collection extends over a range of subjects: the're are evocative nature poems ("Tote Katze," "KUhe," "Winterbeginn") , idyllic depictions of a simpler existence ("Der Hirt," "Die FICBer"), poems on aspects of scientific inquiry, a series of travel impressions (East and West) , self-analytical ruminations, and a variety of observations of a social/political nature, touching pacifism, Allende's overthrow, the Holocaust, materialism in the West, Dutschke. Like Wolf Biermann though in lesser measure, Bernhof gives occasional vent to a reservoir of hatred, directed both at the despicable "Pensionäre" who conceal their continued admiration of Hitler, and at those "kalten Gerechten," mechanical, soulless functionaries of the state, operating like marionettes.
An underriding tone in Bernhof is one of aggravation, a testy impatience, a restlessness born of a fear of bore dorn and a partial dissatisfaction with his own existence. Some of his most powerful verse is inner-directed. He subjects his soul to the sharpest self-scrutiny ("Die Kluft," "Befürchtung: für Paul Celan"). In "Clown" he presents one identity that admits of many, a persona with the freedom to "beserken", but somehow lacking in spiritual integrity ("einer, der sein Gesicht nach allen Seiten hin verteilt / nach unten oben schiebt, ungeschminkt"). Although he alludes to fantasy (Kinderbücher?) as one escape from boredom, he seems almost to exclude this element from his poetry, one interesting exception being a dream image ("Bist Ball geworden") reminiscent of Kafka. This is also evident in the relative dearth of striking metaphors, so that when one is encountered, it is prominent: ("Verflixte Jahre, die durch ihn hindurchgingen / wie Geräusche durch Wände gehn / Kriegs-Streikjahre") .
In general, it may be said that Bernhof's style is dry, with substantives preponderant and verbs often reduced to descriptive status (as participles or in relative clauses). Most of the travel poems come across like a slide show, carefully recorded impressions in a sequence, impassionate and objective camera work, until a closing image will focus on an individual and the poet muses on his/her inner thoughts, dreams, sufferings. A longer fix on individuals and their activities, however, as in the poem "Krankenschwestern" for example, can result in something rather banal. Aside from these and other high and low spots, relatively infrequent in the main, the collection is strikingly consistent in quality, style, tone. Whether it will stand as a monumental work in modern poetry is doubtful. Bernhof, who seems to side with the ivy in its reduction of mankind's monuments (Vanitas.), might not be that disappointed .
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